DJX Productions Information

DJX Productions - Winterville, NC Formerly of Philadelphia, PA
DJX - X-Marks the Spot
DJ Mark, DJ L Boogie and Others:
Phone 1-877-755-8266
Direct Contact – 252-902-9222
Formerly Philadelphia’s Number 1 Karaoke DJ / Host
Largest Selection of Karaoke & Instrumental Soundtracks

DJX Productions offer the best in Professional DJ and Karaoke Mobile
Entertainment. We have a wide selection of music guaranteed to entertain any
crowd. Our state-of-the-art systems deliver crystal clear digital sound
accommodating any size venue or party. Whether you need an Elegant Private
Function, Bar or Nightclub event, we can do it all. Our reputation goes on the line
with every event we host, and the most important event we host is yours.

Everybody wants to be a Star, and with Karaoke, everyone gets the opportunity to
experience it if only for a moment. And for those that can’t sing (but think they can),
Karaoke becomes extra entertaining. We know how exciting it can be to get in front of a
group of people and sing, and we always make it fun. Our DJs bring a great selection of
karaoke songs with almost 400,000 songs to choose from, and that number is always
growing! So everyone can find something they know. Singers simply look through our
Vincedetailed song books and give their selection to the DJ. We make each and every
person feel like a Star. We announce every singer and encourage audience
participation. In addition, we play music in between singers unless otherwise requested.
Top quality microphones, digital vocal processing equipment, and a state-of-the-art
sound systems make everyone sound great. Simply put, it is as good as is gets!
Our customers constantly comment on we provide the best karaoke entertainment they
have ever seen, hands down.

WE CAN DO EFFECT LIGHTING
For added effect we can provide dance lighting effects such fog machines, disco dance
lights, and lasers. Additional fees apply.

